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It’s only been a matter of weeks, but Ireland and the world
have changed utterly.

The work we are all doing is helping

patients (and those who look after them) in real time.
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In many

ways, this is what we have always done in the library service.
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However a light is now shining on our work and the unique skills
that we bring to the table.

I send weekly reports on Evidence

team activity to the Department of Health NPHET Sub-Group on
Guidance and Evidence Synthesis.

Training and COVID-19
Evidence News P. 6

Dr Stephanie O’Keeffe, Dr
Welcome Aboard: Who's New

Philip Crowley and Dr Colm Henry have all relied on our evidence
request service.
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The Easter Monday Covid-19 news briefing

included mention of the ‘Covid-19 library’ being made
available at all hours of practice.

In his address to the nation, the

Taoiseach named librarians among the professionals he wanted to
thank. Public health teams across Ireland are very grateful to all
the library staff are helping out with urgent work.
many lessons we are learning about this time.
can be very testing.

There are so

It’s not easy - it

But let’s concentrate on the positives, on the

ways in which we and our skills can play a part in turning the tide
on this devastating disease. And let’s look after ourselves and
each other.

Thanks everyone - Aoife.
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COVID-19:
THE

THE

IMPORTANCE

NHLKS

OF

RESPONSE

DECISIVENESS

On Friday 13th March 2020 a decision was taken on

the NHLKS response to the

Covid-19 emergency.

Evidence &
Digital Teams
We needed a way
to make evidence
digitally
accessible. So the
two teams that

To answer the urgent requirements to support public health, all physical

logically needed to

libraries were closed and all available staff redeployed to public health

remain part of our

and/or relevant Covid-19 response teams.

collective response

A decision needed to be made about what critical services the NHLKS could

to the pandemic

put in place to support the response.

were the Evidence

This decision needed some reflection but

had to be made urgently, and in the end it was relatively straightforward:

team and the

frontline clinicians and policy makers need access to filtered, reliable sources

Digital team.
Fortunately these

of information, ideally in the form of summaries.
Equally they need a quick turnaround time for any requests and a central

teams were

online contact point to request and retrieve information.

already in place

The special skills of

our staff were thus in high demand: finding information, filtering and organising

with staff from

it and collating and summarizing it in a concise way.

across the service
accustomed to
working as a
national team.
This is not to say
that the other

To redeploy or not to redeploy?
There was not much choice when it came to redeployment as this is a national
emergency.

Some of us have worked in the health service during SARS, the swine flu

teams procurement,
information skills,

and bird flu, but none of us have ever experienced a pandemic on the scale of

estates and

COVID-19 (and hopefully we won’t in the future!)

knowledge

It took a few weeks for redeployment to be fully in place, as staff have varying
circumstances.

Equally it took time for different public health departments to

brokering - are any
less critical, but for

coordinate the resources available to them and to manage the redeployments across

the pandemic

a variety of services.

response we

Some library staff were on leave, others were self-isolating due

to return from travel, and still others were not in proximity to a Public Health

needed to take

department, so redeployment was directed to other urgent roles such as the HSE

into account the

helpline and HSE occupational health.

established nature

Leads of the Digital and Evidence team

needed to remain in place, despite both leads also being redeployed at different
stages.

Staff were required on the Evidence team but there was a simultaneous need

to help public health.

In an ideal world, a skills match would assign people to work they were best suited
The world is currently far from ideal, however, and our response to redeployment

had to be pragmatic.

availability of staff
and the relevance

At one stage everyone wanted to be on the Evidence team, perhaps understandably.

to.

of the teams, the

of their
contribution to the
emergency.

All our staff have good attention to detail and excel in

customer service, so the redeployment of some to public health has meant that those
skills are being put to the best use in a crisis.

The reality is that no matter what work

we are doing, we are all in this together and every contribution that each of us makes
– data entry, answering a call, making a call, doing a search, updating a typo on a
website – counts. Every bit of work is valued and valuable.

This is a national (indeed

global) crisis, a time for strength and unity, for acting as one.

There is only ‘us’ and

we are doing the best that we can for everyone: apart but together.

Aoife Lawton

Aoife Lawton

EVIDENCE
SUMMARIES
Another positive that has come out of this emergency is
that the Evidence team are producing (after much
debate!) summaries of evidence and a search protocol for
Covid-19.

Although some training was provided in this

type of work back in 2017, the team did not
yet have experience of delivering such a service. The
COVID-19 emergency has brought the issue to the fore
and the team have responded superbly.

This is a work in

progress with editorial meetings including clinicians where
possible.

Ideally summaries need to include subject matter experts,
but as these experts are already working flat out it is very
difficult to secure their expertise.

The strategic links now

in place between the National Clinical Programmes,
Clinical Design and Innovation will hopefully put a more
sustainable workflow in place for the future.

INTEGRATING

RESEARCH

AND

EVIDENCE

From the early days of the pandemic, there was an
immediate requirement for interim clinical guidance to be
available in a user-friendly, accessible way at the point of
care. This is one of the recommendations that the World
Health Organisation sets out in its guidance for national
responses.

The three teams that are in place – Digital/IT,

Evidence and Content- are working behind the scenes to
make this a reality. The COVID-19 repository was launched
and a broadcast email circulated on 2nd April
2020. The repository has hits of 64036 in the last 2 weeks.

Ana Terrés, Natalie Cole, Declan O'Reilly and Declan
O'Hanlon

A survey was circulated on 17th April 2020 by broadcast
email to get user feedback from the frontline. The feedback
from users and other stakeholders continually inform its
development. Going forward, I hope to see this integration
continue particularly with the PPPG remit that is now part of
the library service.

Aoife Lawton

BMJ

BEST

GOES
L A U R A

PRACTICE

NATIONAL

R O O N E Y

F E R R I S

As part of the National Health Library and Knowledge Services national ehealth library
implementation we recently made access to BMJ’s clinical decision support tool

BMJ Best Practice

available to everyone in Ireland.
The national roll out of Best Practice, is a first of its kind venture for the NHLKS and part of our
commitment to extending access and ensuring everyone working in Ireland’s health service has
access to knowledge.

BMJ Best Practice provides fast, easy access to the latest information for diagnosis and treatment
decisions. Updated daily, it draws on the latest evidence-based research, guidelines and expert
opinion to offer step-by-step guidance. The national subscription provides open access to doctors,
nurses, paramedics and community care professionals and the public on the Best Practice site. The
app also facilitates offline access to the tool.

Paul Reid, CEO of the HSE said: “This clinical resource gives Irish health professionals immediate
access to the latest clinical evidence and diagnostic tools, no matter where they are based. It will
have a very significant impact on patient care.”

Best Practice training took place in February and early March with staff around the country and
further training and promotion is planned through the year.

Best Practice Covid19 Resources
Best Practice is a valuable resource for current evidence on
the Coronavirus pandemic. Their Coronavirus topic page topic page is updated
daily with emerging guidance and also features a useful patient information leaflet
on the virus.
Access Best Practice here https://bestpractice.bmj.com/

Havens for healthcare staff: HSE libraries repurposed
Some libraries remain open not as libraries in the normal sense, but temporarily repurposed for
other reasons:

1) as areas where clinicians could find respite e.g. Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital Drogheda,
Roscommon University Hospital Library, University Hospital Limerick.

2) as office space to accommodate clinicians who need a socially distanced space to work
e.g. Dr Steevens’ Hospital Library and Cork University Hospital Library.

3) as a socially distanced office space for library staff awaiting redeployment who do not have the
facility to work from home e.g. Midland Regional Hospital Mullingar Library; St Columcille’s Hospital
Library.

NATIONAL
EHEALTH
LIBRARY
RESOURCES

Our

national

eHealth

library initiative aims
to

create

resource

equity

access

of

across

the HSE.

In

January

we

launched

our new national range of
resources available to all
HSE staff.

Our

current

package

of

resources includes

RECENTLY ADDED RESOURCES
Elsevier Clinical Skills
Clinical skills is now available openly to all Irish
healthcare workers (No login needed). A range of 37 skills are available
including;

· Cardiac Monitoring
· Care of a Patient During a Seizure . Fluid Balance – Monitoring · Hand Washing
· Opening the Airway · Oxygen Therapy: Applying Nasal Mask Oxygen -Therapy: Humidified Oxygen
· Patient Education: Temperature Measurement · Use of Apron and Non-sterile Gloves · Use of Masks
Assessment of Breathing

·

Breathless Patient – Positioning

GIDEON (Global Infectious Diseases and Epidemiology Online Network)
This

resource

focuses

on

detection,

prevention,

and

treatment

of

infectious

diseases providing. It provides access to epidemiological information and disease
tracking details.
GIDEON is available on the HSE network and can be accessed
remotely via Athens. HSE employees can sign up for an Athens account by
clicking ‘set up an account’ under the Open Athens icon on the front page of
the website.

TRAIN

THE

EBSCO

TRAINER:

SESSIONS

Nicola Fay
In early March, NHLKS staff welcomed Mr Richard
Crookes to Sligo, Tullamore and Limerick to for a
Train the Trainer session on EBSCO resources.

In 2020 the NHLKS purchased electronic resources
on a national basis to enhance HSE staff access to
research and evidence, and to provide a seamless
user experience for HSE staff members who are
moving to new work locations within the
organisation.

Many of our core electronic databases and tools are

In the days before social distancing...Richard Crookes with NHLKS
staff in Tullamore
COVID-19 Evidence Service (continued)

provided by EBSCO: Search E-Library; CINAHL;

The team works collaboratively with Clinical Design

Medline; PsycINFO; and Psychology & Behavioral

and the National Clinical Programmes to ensure

Sciences Collection.

requests are prioritised by clinical relevance or
streamed to the most appropriate service, such as

This Train the Trainer session provided a useful
refresher for our staff on the functionality and
advance search technique capabilities of these
resources. The session also presented the valuable
opportunity for our staff to explore customisation
options and possible interface enhancements which
will benefit our users.

the Health Protection Surveillance Centre in the
case of Infection Prevention and Control requests.
Each Summary of Evidence is sent directly to the
requestor and added to the repository on the HSE

CLINICAL GUIDANCE
REPOSITORY
Library website.

This service is available to all HSE staff so request
a COVID-19 Summary of Evidence

on a topic which could help you in your role by
using our online evidence form.

Sample feedback from the service:
“This is really comprehensive and very valuable to
our team in advising teams around the country, I

Maura Flynn

had not anticipated such a comprehensive
response

In March the NHLKS created a Covid-19 Evidence

and I can’t thank you enough for saving me and the

Service to support the national Covid-19 response

team hours of work in looking for these references”

and patient care. This service is a collaborative

-

Consultant Psychiatrist

effort between HSE Librarians and our colleagues
in other institutions, such as St. Vincent’s

“Thank you and team for the attached evidence

University Hospital, the Health Research Board and

summary, it has been very useful to our work

the Office of the Revenue Commissioners.

on developing draft guidance” –

The service enables HSE staff to request a literature

Lead

National Project

search and Summary of Evidence on topics of
relevance to them. Each Summary of Evidence

Keep up to date with how HSE Library is supporting

contains a comprehensive representation of all

the national Covid-19 response and patient care by

available research evidence and key reference
sources.

following us on Twitter @HSELibrary.

WELCOME

ABOARD
Melanie Surkau

Natasha Smith
Last week I started as Library Assistant in Our Lady of Lourdes
Hospital Library. I started in the HSE nearly 20 years ago (in June
2000). During that time I worked as a Medical Secretary in Our
Lady of Lourdes Hospital for seven years and I was lucky to transfer
to the General Manager’s Office, Louth Meath Hospital Group as
Admin Support.

In 2011 I took up a post as admin support to the

ISA Louth Meath Area Manager, which dispersed in 2015 due to the
new HSE structures.

Following this I redeployed to CHO 8 as admin support to the
Assistant Director of Public Health and the South Louth Public

Hello everyone, I am Melanie Surkau, the new

Health Nursing Department.

Librarian in University Hospital Kerry, Tralee.

As you can see from my work history, I

have worked in various roles within the HSE. I am not afraid of
change and I love to learn.

One of my many mottos is “Every day’s

Before I started here in January, I have been

a school day”.

working as an Academic Librarian and Library
I love walking; I have climbed Croagh Patrick, Cooley Mountains,

Manager at Freie Universität Berlin, in Germany,

Slieve Gullion, the Stairway to Heaven and Slievenamon was next
on my list but due to Covid-19 this has been put on hold.

I also

which is also where I am originally from.

like 5k runs - I’m not very fast but I manage to cross the finish line.
I like to participate in the Women’s Mini Marathon

I am a real outdoors person, and since the lockdown I am missing

I have a lot of experience in library management
and information literacy training, but am new to

my long walks where sometimes myself and my daughter would go

Medical Librarianship, so this is all new and

hunting for fairies.

exciting to me. I am hoping to meet you all soon!

I miss my Gaelic for Mums training & team members and helping
out coaching the girls under 7 soccer team.

I love being active

and in my last work place I set up a lunchtime walking group for all
staff which helped improve staff morale. I entered the walking
group in the HSE Steps to Health Challenge last year which we all

Melanie Dunne

enjoyed immensely.

Since the lockdown I have rediscovered home baking; I’m learning
to become a bit more green-fingered around the garden - perhaps
my next home project could be to learn to be more DIY-friendly at
home!

My name is Melanie and I’m
working in the Office for
Policies, procedures, protocols

Unfortunately our family dog Jess passed away last year at the age
of 17 (whom we still miss dearly), but I do take my friends’ dog
Susie when they go on holiday.

I have a lot to learn coming into the National Health Library &
Knowledge Service given I have no previous knowledge of the
service, but I am excited to be commencing the role of Library
Assistant in Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital. I am really looking
forward to working with you all and the North East team and would
like to thank everyone who has made me feel so welcome (virtually
and in person) since I arrived.

and guidelines. My background
is in administration in both
public and private sector and
IAdd feature
on clinical
guidance
repository
have
recently
completed
my
would go in here

higher diploma in data
analytics. When I’m not working
I love travelling (although that
is on hold), walking the dog
and drinking far too much
coffee.

Natasha Smith being photobombed by
her own daughter

....text

THE

PET

DESK

By Jinx the Cat

G U E S T

Ronan Hegarty's cat - codenamed

E D I T O R

'Gideon' - hosts an intelligence
briefing while Ronan gets some

There's a saying that dogs have owners,
but cats have staff. Bearing that in
mind we approached Jinx the Cat
(employer of Linda Halton) to see if he

coffee.

Jinx

could organise a gallery of his fellow
top cats while their humans were busy
out queuing for Whiskas.

Jinx has asked us to point out that his is
an all-inclusive pet policy, and that the
non-feline are entirely welcome on this
page.

One of Isabelle
Delaunois' cats

Aoife Lawton's terrier Sam,
guarding Alannah - the

(Salem, Sarang,
Noona or

cutest barista in Ireland

Daisy...no-one
really knows) enjoys

You wanna

a Diet Coke during
a teleconference.

talk to Laura
Rooney

Honey, I miss
you...Thomas

Ferris, you

Veale says his

gotta go

bees are not

through me!"

technically pets.

Meet Laika

Worker Bee
#2744178 (fourth
from left) begs
to differ.

Susie the dog
(with unidentified
friend) as seen by
her temporary
owner Natasha

Bridget (left) and Billy, owners of
Melanie Dunne, show the true love
that exists between cats, dogs and
sofas

Smith

CATS,
UP

LIBRARIANS

TOO

AND

LIBRARIES

(YES,

I

HAVE

BEEN

COOPED

LONG!)
Emma Quinn,

Emma Quinn

Librarian

A number of years ago I was at a book sale and a book

St. Luke’s General

with a beautiful ginger cat on the front cover entitled

Hospital, Kilkenny

“Dewey,” caught my eye. This was when I first

(aged 2 with Dixie

discovered the connection between cats, librarians and

& Poncho...don't

libraries. If you haven’t read it, it is a lovely, true story

ask!)

about a librarian who finds a kitten in the book return box

From a very young age I have always

and adopts it. The cat becomes the library cat and the life

loved cats. I grew up in a house with

and soul of the public library. I liked it so much that I got

both dogs and cats. I do love dogs

the children’s version of the same book for my kids.

too - I suppose I just have a particular

Dewey for Emma

place in my heart for my cats. The
irony of ending up moving from
Wicklow to Kilkenny, the home of “the
cats,” is not lost on me! Now, that is

Dewey for Emma's kids

not to say I am a crazy cat lady in the
style of Carol Baskin (if you haven’t
see The Tiger King on Netflix you have
to watch it!) - it is just that in spite of
being allergic to cats (which I am), I

Dewey the library cat is not the only example of a cat in
a library. In A Quick Guide to Library Cats the writer lists
other examples, mainly it seems in the US Public library
System. For obvious reasons,

I particularly liked Emma

(aka Queen Emma, Her Royal Highness, and The Boss)

just love them!

What is it with librarians and cats? Was it just
a coincidence that when a few of us NHLKS
librarians posted pictures of our pets on
SLACK recently, it was mostly cats?

from Lyme Public Library, Connecticut who had her
own Twitter feed before she passed away having being

In the feature 10 Cats Who Live at the Library

resident in the library for 11 years!

the writer outlines perfectly the reason why

(https://oedb.org/ilibrarian/quick-guide-library-cats/).

there's something about libraries and cats:
“A library can operate without a cat, but a

Then there are the high brow academic cats. Jasper, the
3-legged ginger cat at the Marshall Library of Economics,
University of Cambridge is reported to help
students relieve stress over exams.

library with a cat is special. They draw new
patrons to the library, they make people smile,
calm the staff, and they keep mice away.
Some also work to promote literacy, library
use, and pet adoption. And curling up with a
cat and a good book is a pleasant way to

Then there is “Library Cat,” at the

spend time at the local library.”

University of Edinburgh with his own
Facebook page and a book that I
bought but have yet to read!

Now, I'm not suggesting that we follow suit
and bring cats into our medical libraries though Miko (left) at the Medical Science
Library, Texas A&M University Libraries has
already set a precedent. Methinks that even
prior to the COVID-19 restrictions the
infection control department would have a fit
if we suggested cats for our libraries! What
do you think - will we chance it?

Miko the Texas A&M cat

😹

REDEPLOYMENTS
It was Friday the 13th of March when Linda
Halton (Our Lady's Hospital Navan) and Dympna
Lynch (Cavan General Hospital) received word
they were being temporarily redeployed to
Public Health to work on the HSELive
Helpdesk. Was the date a sign of things to
come?
LINDA: I only travelled a few miles down the road.

Linda Halton
The distance from my usual base in the library in Our

Lady’s Hospital, Navan to the HSE offices in Kells isn’t huge, but there were times over the next couple of
weeks, where my previous life felt a million miles away.

But, I knew why I was there and I felt proud to be

playing my part in the HSE’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Along with a roomful of others, I was working on the helpdesk, answering calls from the public on COVID-19.
The staff already there were warm and welcoming AND the shop across the road offered free coffee to HSE
staff!

After some brief training I was ready for my first caller.

going to ask me?

What if I can’t help them?

I won’t lie, I was so nervous!

What am I doing here?

“What are they

When can I go home?”

The nature of the calls and the callers themselves varied hugely. Some of the callers made me laugh.
the cure for the virus, do ya want me to tell ya??” Many calls left me frustrated.
enquiries about test dates and results.
information.

People called to make

Unfortunately, we didn’t have access to the database holding this

Most of these callers were understandably worried and frustrated.

and butter to make information accessible.

As a librarian, it’s my bread

Saying “I’m sorry, I can’t help you with that” doesn’t come easy.

Most people accepted my reassurance they would hear something soon.
(one or two quite colourfully!).

”I’ve

Others vented their frustration

I remained cool and calm but inside I felt desperate that I couldn’t do more

to help.

I was blessed to talk to some very special people and these calls lifted my spirits.

There were people from

all walks of life eager to offer their time and services to help with the response to the crisis.
people sounded lonely and were glad to just have somebody to have a little chat with.

Some older

We talked about the

weather, what they were having for dinner, family, and what we would do when all this comes to pass.

Overall, what really struck me was that most people who called the helpline were calling on behalf of others:
family, friends and neighbours.
people care.

Sometimes all any of us need to know is that somebody has listened and that

I think this compassion is reflected in the way this little island of ours is getting through the

current lockdown.

Dympna Lynch

Dympna:

COVID-19 arrived with a bang and with it change for everyone; for school-goers, the

elderly, coffee servers, hairdressers and even health service librarians!
library career our doors were closed.
over.

For the first time in my

Books remained on the shelves and the online world took

I was one of many public service employees who were asked to redeploy to public health.

For me, my new position was on the HSELive helpdesk, one of almost 100 people from all areas of
the HSE who were sent to Kells, the HSE’s North East headquarters, handed a headset, given a
quick training session on the dos and don’ts of answering queries and sent off to work.

REDEPLOYMENTS
Dympna Lynch (continued)

From the beginning, I found all the staff friendly, kind and helpful.

A giant screen lit up the room

we were in telling us how many agents (that’s call receivers) were on at any given time and how
many calls were coming through.
approximately 2,200 calls.

On my first day the call centres around Ireland received

It was clear that emotions were running high.

People calling wanted

to know the symptoms, how to get a diagnosis and how/when would they get test results.
those of us in the call centre information available was sparse.

For

We didn’t have links to Public

Health’s database, we didn’t have links to GPs and we didn’t have links to test centres.

COVID-19

was new and we were chartering unfamiliar waters with no end in sight.

For librarians a lack of, and access to, information was an alien place. For the first time we found
ourselves answering calls with replies we would never have had to give to our library users.
were worried and we worried for them.

People

As the days went by we could see a shift in tone from

worry to frustration. “When will I get my results?”, “when can I go back to work?”, “my neighbours
aren’t practising social distancing…what are you going to do about it?” became common
concerns.

HSELive is a helpdesk…there to help people. Two things stood out from my time on the phones – so
many older people phoned to just talk. Once they got the answer to their original query they
stayed on the line; they talked about their sons, their daughters, their mothers, their fathers….their
life.

In some ways the helpline was a

listening ear.

The second thing I noticed was that so, so many of the general public phoned to offer their help.
We had a call from a rural GAA club chairman offering clubrooms as a testing centre, from retired
public servants wanting to come back, from business people who, because of lockdown couldn’t
operate their shops, cafes etc and who wanted to help in whatever way they could and from
Elsevier clinical skills

companies willing to offer their factory floors as production sites.
So…would I do it again? Yes. Did I learn a lot? Most definitely.

And in Dublin, new arrival Melanie Dunne has been
contact tracing...
Since March I have been redeployed within Dr Steevens Hospital to the
Department of Public Health East. The pace has been fast and we have had a
lot of changing, but I’m glad to be able to help. I’m involved in the admin of the
first stage of the Contact Tracing, managing the inbox and helping with the
upload of positive cases from the east to the Contact Tracing system. One of
the strangest parts of being redeployed has been the empty commutes! In the
morning it wouldn’t be unusual to be the only one on my bus – I’ve managed to
get personal best for my door to door commute timings. One of the best things
to have come out of this though is the collaboration with people in various
different parts of the HSE.

I’ve had the chance to meet and work with people

I’d never would have crossed paths with before, even if working with them means
we keep to social distancing rules.

Melanie gets the social
distance bus to work

